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Open Letter by Founder

Dear Altcoin Staking Community Member,

As the founder and the largest investor of Altcoin Staking, I'm proud, excited, and above all
honored to present this project to you.

From finance and funding to creation and collaboration, there's no doubt that blockchain is
revolutionizing many areas of modern life. All of this is being achieved thanks to the
autonomous transparency and trust that blockchain technology can bring to every
transaction and every interaction.

Since you're reading this white paper, there's a good chance that you believe, like I do, that
cryptocurrency is not some trend but the future of commerce and collaboration as we know
it. Institutional interest is soaring. Total users and trading volumes are hitting all-time
highs. The list of utilities is expanding rapidly. All signs are pointing to the undeniable
transformation of cryptocurrency into the biggest paradigm shift of this decade, or perhaps
even this century. The next 5-10 years will unlock monumental progress in this area.

However, contrary to what some circles would have you believe, we're no longer in a super
early phase. Bitcoin is continuously revolving around a $1 trillion market capitalization. The
"digital gold" has grown and matured significantly since its humble origins well over a
decade ago. While this is great for the ecosystem, it's not the best of news for someone only
getting started, especially someone with a modest portfolio. To stand a chance at generating
meaningful returns, your only option is to outpace the growth of Bitcoin, and for that, you
must venture into the murky waters of altcoins.



With an entire assortment of tokens and protocols launching every week, there's a sea of
altcoins out there. It's a turbulent sea with treacherous waves and fatal accidents to be
encountered, all waiting to swallow those daring but unfortunate souls crossing paths
against them. Rug pulls. Smart contract bugs. Creator abandonment. The list of threats goes
on and on.

Even if we put those threats aside, there's still the matter of rapid changes. New waves
emerge fast as the old ones die. Lucrative opportunities of today quickly turn into
net-negative investments of tomorrow. Change is the only constant in this rapidly evolving
space.

Keeping up with all the challenges and changes, as you can imagine, is no easy feat. In fact,
many find themselves coming out on the other side with lower returns than they would
have by just holding Bitcoin and doing nothing, if not a lot worse.

With Altcoin Staking Pool NFTs, our sole mission is to flip that equation on its head and
bring the most lucrative DeFi opportunities to the masses. By combining advanced
investment strategies with the raw power of smart contract automation, and then wrapping
this next-gen yield optimizer within a simple NFT collection, we'll make the process of
capturing alpha as simple as sitting back and watching your portfolio grow.

Staying true to our commitment to transparency, we're releasing this in-depth white paper
that has all the intricate details outlined for public access. This document will lay bare our
core product, the challenges we're tackling, how we'll solve those challenges with
innovation, and for transparency's sake, how we as the creators and investors will get
compensated.

Thanks to the power of blockchain, our project will offer unparalleled transparency as we'll
utilize publicly trackable smart contracts to manage the investments. This means that you
won't have to take our word on anything, as everything will be independently verifiable
through the on-chain records of token transfers.

With this white paper, we've laid bare our plan and the most intricate details of our solution
in hopes of helping you make an educated and informed decision.

Disclaimer

We stand by our actions as always being of the highest integrity. However, there are factors
outside our control that increase your risk. These include, but are not limited to (1) tokens
can become worthless (2) You could lose all of your money (3) This is not investment
advice (4) None of these returns are guaranteed and (5) systems can be hacked and more.



Market Challenges

The world of cryptocurrencies and decentralized finance has witnessed an abundance of
progress over the trailing twelve months. Markets are not only expanding rapidly, but they
are finally maturing into an asset class that's no longer considered the equivalent of
gambling.

Today, decentralized finance is overflowing with opportunities. For the average newcomer,
however, this also means an undeniable uptick in hurdles and challenges. It is true that
some drawbacks are to be expected from such a nascent sector of finance. But there are
some primary challenges that continue to plague this emerging space and make the process
tough for participants, especially newcomers.

These challenges include but are not limited to the following:

1. Scattered Resources

The modern DeFi experience is scattered across a massive and forever-growing assortment
of projects and ecosystems. The unbridled expansion and growth are producing healthy
competition. For instance, we're seeing new wallets, exchanges, protocols, and even
blockchains launch regularly—with many securing impressive funding from traditional
venture capitalists and sometimes the crypto community itself.

In this war to carve the largest slice of the market for themselves, however, the creators are
forming large divides that make it hard for the average person to make sense of. The
modern decentralized finance experience is clunky and scattered across a vast variety of
resources. In practical terms, this means that users have to jump over many hoops to take
advantage of the opportunities offered by this space.

Between wallets, exchanges, blockchains, and protocols, the list of potential resources
worth consideration is gigantic, forever expanding, and unmistakably daunting.

2. Investment Complexity

It's true that the blockchain revolution started simpe. In the early days, all someone had to
do was to invest in Bitcoin and move on with their lives as their portfolio grew over time.
But with a market capitalization of almost a trillion US dollars, Bitcoin is no longer the
lucrative opportunity for the typical investor. Unless you have a 6- or 7-figure portfolio to
play with, the rate of return from Bitcoin alone won't be enough to make a meaningful
impact on your financial outlook.



Fortunately, we've seen a massive explosion in the number of investment opportunities
available today in decentralized finance. From altcoins to emerging protocols, there's no
shortage of ways to invest your capital and make it work for you. But this abundance of
options is also the biggest hurdle for any investor, especially someone who's new to this
space.

Understanding the difference between staking, yield farming, liquidity mining, and lp token
staking is too steep of a learning curve for most people to overcome. Uncovering and taking
advantage of the most profitable opportunities out of that lot then is simply beyond the
grasp of most people.

It's not surprising when you think about it. Each new project carries a risk of crashing
economics, rug pulls, hacks, and many more threats. As a result, not only does a potential
investor has to acquire the expertise to watch out for such threats, but they also need to
invest a massive amount of time and energy into investigating every single opportunity.
This means tearing through the white paper, tokenomics, smart contract details, team
background and trustworthiness, and more.

3. Evolving Landscape

Now imagine repeating all those steps on a regular basis. The reality of decentralized
finance is that it's a rapidly evolving space. With new protocols and opportunities popping
up every week, change is the only constant. In practice, this means that staying ahead of the
curve will require constant reevaluation of the market and repositioning of investments to
keep up with the changing market dynamics.

That's a lot to ask of any individual investor, especially someone with a more modest
portfolio. Perhaps this complexity is also why we're seeing retail investors pour billions of
dollars into memecoins like Doge and Shiba Inu. Both of those projects have little to offer in
terms of utility or intrinsic value. But retail investors continue to pour capital into these
projects because the alternatives simply do not resonate with them.

They can either invest in Bitcoin or Ethereum, both of which are simply not lucrative
enough at this point to make a major difference for someone with a humble portfolio. Or
they could venture into the deeper parts of decentralized finance, a space that's considered
the wild, Wild West even by crypto standards and evolves faster than any other sector of
the modern economy.



Our Solution

Our approach is completely different from the vast majority of projects out there. That's
because instead of offering private fund management or investment vehicle, we're offering
a fully transparent, automated, and effortless solution.

All of that is made possible thanks to our dual-pronged approach:

• NFT Frontend: On the front, we're offering NFTs that anyone can acquire with the
minimum understanding of decentralized finance. All it requires is a wallet with some
funds to purchase these collectibles. However, unlike most non-fungible tokens, these
collectibles represent the ownership of our collective staking pool. That's because the
funds for all our investment activities are gathered through the sale of these NFTs.
With each NFT representing the ownership of a portion of the community funds, every
item from our collection will have intrinsic value.

• DeFi Backend: The backend of our project will involve a series of investments into
blue-chip "Ethereum killer" tokens like FTM, SOL, AVAX, MATIC, and NU. These assets
will be bought using the proceeds of the NFT sales. Furthermore, our system will
automatically uncover the most lucrative investment opportunities for each bluechip
token and park the capital there to maximize returns without dramatically affecting
the risk profile.

The beauty of this setup is that not only will the NFTs become more valuable as the
treasury grows, but users will earn consistent, ongoing rewards in the form of monthly
profit distributions.

Altcoin Staking Pool NFT

Altcoin Staking Pool is a collection of 10,000 NFTs that collectively represent the ownership
of our staking treasury. Living on the Polygon (MATIC) blockchain as ERC-20 tokens, these
collectibles are defined by their intrinsic value and ongoing passive income in the form of
monthly profit distributions.

Through this NFT collection, our goal is to simplify the entire process of altcoin investments
and DeFi staking strategies.

Now, you only have to acquire one of these NFTs to become a part-owner of the underlying
staking pool, although there's nothing stopping you from buying as many as you want. The
ROI of that portfolio of altcoin investments and the staking pools created from them is
divided among all stakeholders in proportion to their total ownership.



Why NFTs

While some projects choose to use tokens and other assets to represent ownership, we
chose NFTs for a variety of reasons, including:

• Irrefutable Ownership: Technically speaking, a crypto token isn't supposed to reflect
the ownership of any underlying asset other than the network itself. Whereas NFTs are
designed to store the ownership record of any asset, including the partial ownership of
a treasury. Many popular decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) prefer to
use NFTs for ownership and access because these non-fungible tokens lend well to this
application. Furthermore, the entire history of the NFT is tracked and stored on the
blockchain ledger, including its ownership. In practical terms, it may be possible to
unlock specific educational and other resources using your Altcoin Staking Pool NFT as
the access card. However, this example is for illustrative purposes only.

• Tangible Value: While tokens are known to have uncapped supply and be
interchangeable, we wanted something more tangible to represent our staking pool's
ownership. NFTs foot the bill perfectly as each piece now represents a 1/10,000th of
the entire pool. Not to mention, many users see NFTs as exclusive, supply capped
(though it's technically possible to expand a collection), and generally more tangible.

• Tradable: As there can only be one owner of an NFT, that makes these assets perfect
for trading. While that's also true for tokens, what sets NFTs apart is that there are
many widely popular secondary marketplaces where users are already used to trading
NFTs. As such, this may attract external investors for sales through the audience of the
secondary marketplace, thus making the entire collection more valuable for all parties.

Why Polygon

You've probably heard of side chains or Layer-2 solutions. That's what Polygon is in a
nutshell as it allows us to leverage the Ethereum network and enjoy its benefits while
scaling with Polygon's own network. This matters because, unlike Ethereum which can only
process roughly 17 transactions per second, Polygon is blazing fast at 65,000 executions
per second.

In terms of speed, it means that our NFT transactions will only take mere seconds to
process compared to the 15+ minutes of Ethereum in some cases. However, the true
difference comes in terms of cost.

If we look at minting alone, it's possible to bring a 10,000-strong NFT collection to life for a
fraction of a cent. Whereas Ethereum NFTs can cost double-digit USD minting fees. Trading
and transferring these Polygon-based NFTs is the same story as, again, it only costs a mere
fraction of a cent.



While it's true that the native Ethereum network is the more popular choice for NFTs, for
our purposes, Polygon is the ideal candidate as it can bring down minting and transfer costs
to practically nothing. This is especially important as all the proceeds from the sale of these
NFTs go into our collective staking pool and are used for a diverse array of investment
activities.

NFT Economics

Property Value

Name Altcoin Staking Pool

Network Polygon (MATIC)

Standard ERC-20

Supply 10,000

Royalty Payment 10%

Holder Rewards

As a member of the Altcoin Staking community and holder of Altcoin Staking Pool NFTs,
you'll be entitled to your share of the profits generated through our staking pool. The
rewards are generated in two primary ways:

• Bluechip Altcoins: While bitcoin and ether are the two most popular
cryptocurrencies, their upside is too limited for someone with a modest portfolio. This
is why we'll use the proceeds of our NFTs to acquire a quintuple combo of blue-chip
altcoins that many experts hail as the "Ethereum Killers". These are SOL, AVAX, MATIC,
FTM, and NU.

• Staking: While those blue-chip altcoins can deliver outstanding returns, letting them
sit idly would leave a lot on the table. That's why our system will invest these altcoins
into the most promising staking and yield farming opportunities out there.

By combining those two factors, our system will accumulate rewards and automatically
compound returns until the moment you decide to cash out. While it's impossible to
guarantee returns or keep them fixed, our current analysis is pointing to an APY of 45% for
our holders.

In simpler words, it means that there's a potential for you to earn up to 45% APY just by
holding these NFTs. But like any other NFT, you also have the option to sell these and
recoup your initial investment and possibly more if your collectible appreciates in value.

Furthermore, the rewards are paid out in the form of those blue-chip altcoins. So with
everything said and done, not only will you profit from the ongoing passive investment



rewards, but you'll also capture the upside of these promising altcoins that could one day
give Ethereum a serious run for its money.

NFT Tiers

We'll have five different levels of NFTs to offer varying levels of commitment options to our
community. These levels are as follows:

• Starter

• Bronze

• Silver

• Gold

• Platinum

Education Portal

All members, regardless of their level, will gain access to our educational resource center.
From Discord channels and email alerts to exclusive interviews of blockchain investors and
insightful AMA's, we'll leave no stone unturned to bring insider access to our community.
This way not only will we automate the investment process for you, but we'll also guide you
on understanding the reasoning that goes into a smart investment strategy and how you
can carve your own path too if you so wish with the help of these resources.

Altcoin Voting

While we are starting with five blue-chip altcoins only (namely SOL, AVAX, MATIC, FTM, and
NU), our plan is to explore and incorporate more altcoins based on the changing dynamics
of the market. Platinum members of our community can shape this decision by voting for
their favorite altcoin. This is an exclusive perk for the said tier holders.

Our team is currently exploring the following altcoins for future incorporation:



How It All Works

To understand the true power of what we're building, you need to understand the process
of how our project will operate. Without going into too many technical details, here's a
quick and simple breakdown of how we'll deliver unparalleled and sustainable returns to
our members:

1. NFT-Based Funding

Our process begins with the collection of funds through the sale of the 10,000 Altcoin
Staking Pool NFTs. This includes both the original mint sales and then resales through
secondary marketplaces. This is done using the Polygon blockchain to minimize costs in
terms of transaction fees and maximize operating speed.

Unlike other projects, 100% of the proceeds from the sale of our NFTs will go straight into a
collective staking pool. This community treasury will hold all the assets and will be
collectively owned by every member. So by buying an NFT, you'll be buying a 1/10,000th
ownership of this pool.

Furthermore, secondary sales of our NFTs will incur a 10% royalty payment, the proceeds
of which too will be diverted to the community-owned treasury in full.



2. Daily Altcoin Acquisition

Every day, our unique smart contracts will evaluate the group of Ethereum Killer altcoins
from our approved list. This analysis will look at their historic pricing, current price trend,
and other indicators to find the coin that's most undervalued and poised for an uptrend.

Once an altcoin is picked for the day, the proceeds of that day's funding will be swapped
into the chosen coin. For example, if our system determines SOL to be the most lucrative
option for that day, it will automatically swap all MATIC tokens (from NFT sales and
royalty) for SOL (Solana's native coin).

Those SOL coins will then be bridged onto the native blockchain without compromising the
community's ownership. This will unlock utilities for these coins without taking them
outside the control of the community-owned staking pool wallet.

3. Daily Staking Allocation

Diversification is the key element of any successful investment strategy. That's why we're
going to leverage staking pools and liquidity farms at this point to maximize the returns for
our NFT holders without elevating their risk profile in a major way.

To do so, our tailored smart contracts will run a thorough analysis of the present
opportunities for that day's selected coin. These candidates will be pitted against each to
find the most lucrative option on the given day. Over the long-term, however, our system
will naturally distribute the community funds across more than a dozen protocols to
maximize returns while keeping individual risks at the lowest possible. This way a single
protocol getting hacked or going under won't hurt our collective portfolio in a serious way.

APY is another major consideration at this step as while mitigating risks is an important
part of our process, so is profitability. That's why our automated smart contracts are
designed with insightful inputs from our trading veterans to synergize the power of
technology and human ingenuity.

We'll also utilize stablecoin pairs to further lower the risk profile, with USDC and USDT
being our primary picks for now. However, to avoid an endless array of transaction fees, we
won't convert rewards into some singular cryptocurrency. For example, all SOL investment
rewards will be kept in SOL coins to avoid any unnecessary transactions.

4. Monthly Distribution & Reallocation

Finally, it's time for rewards distribution. At the end of each month, 90% of the earned
rewards will be moved for disbursement among holders and our team whereas the other
10% will be held in the pool to allow it to keep growing.



Out of those distributed funds, 90% will be airdropped to our NFT holders whereas the
remaining 10% will be sent to the team wallet. As a holder, you will have the option to
either cash out these rewards using our simple dashboard or let it automatically reinvest
and keep compounding without any manual action on your part. If you do choose to
withdraw, you'll be able to do so at any time following a 3-day notice.

It's worth noting that these rewards will be distributed in the coin that is staked. What that
means is that you'll receive 5 "Ethereum Killer" blue-chip altcoins each month along with
the staking rewards for each.

Furthermore, our system will also take this moment to balance the portfolio of investments
by moving 25% of the lower yield protocol to the one with the highest yield at that given
time. This too will be automatically managed through custom smart contracts.

The Advantages of Our Approach

Now that you're familiar with the details of our approach, let's talk about what sets it apart
from the competition and what it means for you as an investor. We took this route to unlock
the following benefits for our holders:

1. True Decentralization

Let's start with what we believe is our biggest differentiator. Nearly every aspect of our
process is truly decentralized. That's because the funds never make it to us. Instead, all
proceeds go to a community treasury. From there, funds make it to altcoin-specific wallets
that are also locked and outside our control. We don't get to touch the assets at any point.

All that is possible because we've automated the entire process with smart contracts. By
translating our investment strategy into blockchain code, we can ensure that the system
automatically handles every aspect of the process so we won't have to touch the funds at
any point.

The other perk of decentralization is 100% transparency into every step of the way. From
initial NFT sales to ongoing transactions and swaps and investments, everything is publicly
accessible and independently verifiable through the record of blockchain transactions.



2. Unmistakable Security

With other projects, you have to worry about the mismanagement of your funds. The risk is
always there. But with our approach, there's virtually zero room for any interference.
Thanks to autonomous execution, we're simply unable to access the funds as they are
locked and only accessible by the smart contracts.

At the same time, all the funds will be invested in blue-chip altcoins with billions of dollars
of market capitalization. This automatically cuts out the potential of any foul play in the
form of pumping low-cap tokens with community funds and then dumping them.

As far as the safety and fair utilization of your funds is concerned, Altcoin Staking Pool NFT
is leading the industry and stands second to none.

3. Multi-Faceted Rewards Structure

On the one hand, you'll get a mix of the most promising altcoins at the end of each month.
These cryptocurrencies are poised to appreciate in value at a pace that will put Bitcoin and
Ethereum to shame. But at the same time, you get ongoing passive rewards through our
advanced investment strategies that are tailored specifically for each of the altcoins. Our
early estimates are pointing to an APY of 45%.

In short, the quantity of promising altcoins in your portfolio will continue to multiply while
you wait for the each of these "Ethereum Killers" to reach their true potential over the next
few years. In our books, that's as clear of a double kill as any!

4. Advanced Investment Strategy

We've baked some of our most reliable, field-tested investment strategies into autonomous
smart contracts. This means that our system can automatically tap into industry indicators
and invest only in the most lucrative assets for that day.

Such an approach has two major implications. One, your portfolio will always reflect the
latest market dynamics and constantly adapt to the changing realities. This is countless
manhours' worth of expert work baked into an autonomous system.

On the other hand, it also means that your portfolio will be spread across a diverse array of
opportunities, each more promising than the one before. This, in practice, ensures that
you'll never be at a risk of major loss from any unforeseen incidents.

To put it simply, our system will automatically find the most profitable opportunities and
then weigh that against the risk profile—on a daily and monthly basis—to ensure that you
experience only the most ideal risk-to-reward ratios with every open position. If you prefer



more frank language, let's just say that you'll get the biggest bang for your bucks at all
times!

At the same time, the rewards will continue to compound as our smart contracts will
automatically reinvest all rewards that are not withdrawn. As any veteran investor will tell
you, compounding is the closest thing we have to magic. It can take a humble portfolio to
unfathomable heights if given enough time.

5. NFTs with Intrinsic Value

Most NFTs are driven purely by pure speculation. But our collection has inherent value
because each item represents partial ownership of all the funds in the community-owned
staking pool. These funds will continue to grow over time thanks to:

• Royalty Payments: All secondary sales will incur a 10% royalty payment surcharge.
The proceeds from this drive will land in the treasury wallet without exception.

• Staking Rewards: While 90% of the staking rewards will be distributed monthly
(90% to community and 10% to team), the remaining 10% will remain in the staking
pool wallet and continue to compound over time.

As you can guess, the treasury will continue to grow throughout the lifetime of this project
whereas the ownership will remain fixed across 10,000 NFTs. This will naturally lead to a
dramatic uplift in the floor price of our NFTs over time. That's without even considering the
price effect of the bidding wars that ensue when an NFT project gains in popularity.

6. Zero Conflicts of Interest

With 100% of the NFT sale and royalty payments from secondary sales going to the
collective, community-owned staking pool, you may have noticed that we're not taking
anything for our own profits. This is a conscious decision to align our interests with yours.

In a market where it's common practice to take double-digit percentages of sales proceeds
as a team's cut, this may seem like an odd choice. It would have been an easy win for us to
take a large chunk of the sales and call it a win like everyone else. But we feel that such an
approach would have put a distance between our interests and yours. After all, if the
creators have already won without delivering any results to the buyers, then how much of a
motivation would there be to perform better?

With our approach, we only get paid if our system delivers extraordinary returns to our
NFT holders. That's because out of the 90% staking rewards that will be distributed



monthly, only 10% will go to our team wallet. That's the only form of compensation we get.
Out of these team funds, we'll also use a big portion for marketing, development, and other
operational aspects.

Altcoin Staking Team

The Altcoin Staking team is made of veteran investors, savvy blockchain developers, and
marketing wizards who know how to bring eyeballs to a project. While our members come
from diverse walks of life, we are united by our unwavering passion for bringing crypto and
decentralized finance to the masses and changing the mainstream narrative surrounding
this space.

We joined the crypto scene back in 2017 and have never looked back. With our mix of
real-world skills alongside our blockchain and crypto experience, we are uniquely
positioned to deliver this innovative solution that could potentially shift capital from
"memecoins" to sound projects like Solana, Fantom, Polygon, and more.

While you can check our social media profiles on Twitter, YouTube, and even chat with us
on our Discord, we don't plan on being the center of attention with this project. That's
because despite Altcoin Staking Pool NFT being the brainchild of our team and the
culmination of our half a decade of experience in this space, it's also a truly decentralized
venture that does not need a central team overlooking its every aspect.

Our custom-coded smart contracts are designed to operate this entire venture
autonomously, safely, transparently, and above all else, profitably for all stakeholders.

Roadmap

Even a journey of a million miles must start with the first step. That's why we've divided
our exciting plan across multiple phases to deliver sustainable and consistent results along
the way.

Phase 1: Online Presence
• Website Launch



• Social Media Setup

Phase 2: Initiation
• NFT Smart Contracts Creation

• Smart Contracts Audit

Phase 3: Launch
• Pre-Launch

• Launch

Phase 4: Marketing Foundation
• Media campaign with press releases, sponsored posts, and more

• Organic marketing through articles, videos, and other resources

• Referals through third-party partnerships

Phase 5: Upgrade
• Voting where platinum members get to vote on new altcoin additions to the protocol

• NFT smart contract upgrades to add new protocol options and rebalance portfolios

Phase 6: Expansion
• Altcoin Staking expansion with DaaP development, including but not limited to:

– ALCS Token

– Bluechip Nodes

– Staking Pairs



Phase 7: Marketing Full Drive
• Paid media campaigns to attract a surge of attention in the short-term

• Content marketing to develop evergreen funnels that will deliver sustainable
expansion of community over the long-term

Further Resources
• Website: https://altcoinstaking.io/

• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/altcoinstaking

• Discord: https://discord.gg/c5hHCEX2NB

• Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCF6X5vqYNDyP5bIOa43d1dw

https://altcoinstaking.io/
https://www.facebook.com/altcoinstaking
https://discord.gg/c5hHCEX2NB
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCF6X5vqYNDyP5bIOa43d1dw

